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Get Wired Up are based in London UK and are a brand of renowned A1 Gear Ltd. They are well
established, trading successfully in their own right for over 6 years and known throughout the
industry for their great quality goods and their commitment to customer service. They specialise in
all pc components, ink refills as well as having the most comprehensive range of cabling compatible
with pcâ€™s , Mac, games consoles and stereos, stocking everything from DVI cables and scart leads to
RCA cables and Ethernet.

We are professionals in this field and are always on hand for advice or information. Our customer
satisfaction rate is second to none, our delivery rate is quick as there are no custom delays as all
our products are shipped direct from our base in the UK, and to top it all our prices are unbelievably
low!  It does not matter how big or small the consignment is the quality of service is always of the
same exemplary standard. We have the stock available and the logistical know how to deliver very
large orders.

One of our most popular items Digital Visual Interface, better known as DVI cables; we stock a wide
variety of these cables. The purpose of the DVI cables is to carry the transmission of video between
a computer and a display unit, they are compatible with projector screens and TVâ€™s and are often
needed in laptop use.

RCA cables have been used since the 1940â€™s where they connected phonographs to amplifiers their
use is just as popular today. We stock a great range of RCA cables each one with a slightly different
use. These cables are used to connect audio to video devices such as a camcorder when you want
to display your movies.

Have a look through our online catalogue to see which DVI or RCA cables you need or mail us for
advice or further information.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
a DVI cables need to be in perfect working order and operate efficiently and effectively if they are to
generate widespread consumer interest. a RCA cables from getwiredup.co.uk are extremely
desirable.
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